Abstract Neuroscience-a branch of biology seemingly distant from nature/wildlife conservation is revolutionised by the ability to visualise the brain activity of humans. Using positron emission tomography (PET), functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and magnetoencephalograhy (MEG), neuroscience is revealing how humans are wired in ways that have bearing on any problem that involves values; and nature/wildlife conservation is surely one of those. Understanding how the human brain represents and processes morality and sacred values, and responds to conflicts could shed a powerful light on nature/wildlife conservation tactics. Conservation polices typically involve utilitarian considerations. However, research shows that conservation policies based solely on utilitarian considerations are likely to fail as the neurological process of rights and wrongs grates against the process of cost and benefits.
Introduction
Might conservation be better nudged forward if its practitioners understood the technicalities of what happens 'under the bonnets' of the people who comprise its problems and solutions? The question arises because remarkable advances in neuroscience-a branch of biology seemingly distant from conservation-are revealing how humans are wired in ways that have bearing on any problem that involves values, and conservation is surely one of those. The confluence of ideas that prompts this sideways look at conservation and neuroscience is this: on the one hand, and while the bedrock of conservation is evidence (Macdonald et al. 2007 ), conservation decision-making goes beyond evidence, through values to judgment and thus to politics (Macdonald and Willis 2013) . As Vucetich and Macdonald (2017) argue in the context conserving carnivores, the prospects for success will be heavily affected by the intrinsic value attached to these animals. On the other hand, neuroscience has recently exposed particular neurological processes when people encounter topics involving values and morality. Hence the inter-disciplinary confluence and the question of whether neuroscience might help conservationists understand, or at least diagnose, how its stakeholders respond to given issues. As with so many leaps forward, the question can be posed only because technological breakthroughs have created new possibilities. Fifty years ago, as Passingham (2016) observes, speculating on what happens in people's brains might have been considered unscientific. Today, neuroscience (the study of the structure and function of the nervous system and brain) is revolutionised by the ability to visualise the brain activity of humans, for example by positron emission tomography (PET), functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), and magnetoencephalography (MEG). It is now possible to record the activity of single neurons (Mormann et al. 2008; Passingham 2016) .
Human brain, morality and conservation
The confluence between conservation and neuroscience that has caught our attention concerns morality, and morality is surely a result of evolutionary forces (Moll et al. 2005) . Morality, in brief, is about making choices in our daily lives in a resource scarce world (Tetlock 2003; Moll et al. 2005) . Understanding morality has been the eternal preoccupation of scholarship in both the Humanities (anthropology, law, philosophy to name but a few) and Natural Science (such as psychology and evolutionary biology), so both intellectual spheres will be enriched by the neuroscientists' discovery that human brains are wired for morality (Moll et al. 2005) . Functional neuroimaging and brain lesion analysis have begun to show how it works (Koenigs et al. 2007; Moll and Oliveira-Souza 2007) . Moral phenomena start to be seen as an amalgam of contextual social knowledge (represented as event knowledge in the prefrontal cortex), social semantic knowledge (stored in the anterior and posterior temporal cortex) and motivational and basic emotional states (dependent on cortical-limbic circuits) (Moll et al. 2005) . The trolley car dilemma (see Thomson 1985; Foot 1978) , itself the source of library-fuls of trolleyological insight, is now becoming a gold mine for neuroscience (Greene et al. 2009 ). It seems that for the human brain some problems (such as saving four lives instead of one) are merely a matter of maths (Shenhav and Greene 2014) and activate brain regions involved in logical problems (Eagleman 2016) . Drawing on an analogy from ancient traditions, these actuarial problems activate the rider but not the elephant in the rider-and-elephant complex (Haidt 2006) . (We can think of the rider as the prefrontal cortex where conscious reasoning occurs and the rider can reason, talk and explain things, whereas the elephant is the amygdala or everything else apart from the prefrontal cortex (Haidt 2006; Vaisy 2008) . However, under the scenario when the dilemma involves pushing an innocent bystander off a bridge to save the lives of four, additional brain networks spring into action: those involved in emotion (Eagleman 2016) , at which point the elephant trumpets in agitation, and takes control without consulting the rider.
So, what of conservation? Well, almost all conservation problems extend beyond evidence into ethics, and thus call on intellectual and emotional territory beyond clinical evidence. Of course, this is completely obvious, and the ethics and politics of conservation are vibrant arenas. What has not hitherto been obvious is that it is possible to see these distinctions in the functioning brain, and it becomes clear that both elephant and rider influence the journey. While breakthroughs for tackling conservation in the next 50 years will doubtless involve unimagined technology (Can and Macdonald 2017) , it is even more sure that ethical dilemmas will come into ever greater prominence [see Global Biodiversity Outlook 4 (Secretariat of the Convention on Biological Diversity 2014); Now for the long term (Oxford Martin School 2013; Macdonald et al. 2016 ], and a revolution in how we value nature will be as important as one in how we study it (Vucetich and Macdonald 2017) , with an urgent need for fundamental principles (Vucetich et al. in prep) .
Human brain, sacred values and conservation
Although evidence crucially underpins judgement and although some economists might say everything has an implicit or explicit price (Tetlock 2003) , value is, as is often attributed to Oscar Wilde, very different to price, and values can be sacrosanct (Tetlock 2003; Berns et al. 2012) . For example, for many people, fundamental beliefs and values such as love, honour, national and ethnic identities are practically sacred in nature (Tetlock 2003; Berns et al. 2012) .
Indeed, values are doubtless a greater contributor to many human conflicts than are disputes over evidence (Ginges et al. 2007) , and in this context it is noteworthy that humanwildlife conflicts in conservation are often styled as human-human conflicts (Marshall et al. 2007; Redpath et al. 2013) . None of this is surprising, but it highlights that any evidence, as might emerge from neuroscience, regarding the way people define and respond to values could be helpful when they are the nub of conservation issues. Research shows that when individuals hold some values, certain commitments and relations to be sacred, they may not reason instrumentally, and thus they fail to make trade-offs (Tetlock 2003) . Under these circumstances, established penalties or offered motives in policy programmes have no traction on their choices (Tetlock 2003; Ginges et al. 2007; Berns et al. 2012) . The elephant overrides the rider. Therefore, understanding how the human brain represents and processes sacred values could shed a revealing light on conservation tactics.
Consider the use of the skins of endangered wild animals in fashion and in religious ceremonies; these might, at first blush, seem similar problems for conservation. Studies using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), a useful tool to measure brain regions associated with decision-making in humans, indicate that deontological (rights and wrongs) and utilitarian (cost and benefits) processing are associated with different brain regions (Berns et al. 2012) . Indeed, people use neural systems associated with evaluating rights and wrongs (left and right temporoparietal junction) and semantic retrieval (ventrolateral prefrontal cortex) but not brain networks associated with utility when they process statements about sacred values (Berns et al. 2012) . When sacred values are contradicted, activity in the amygdala, the part of the brain that is involved in fear and other emotional processes (Phelps and LeDoux 2005) , increases. This is indicative of negative emotion (Berns et al. 2012) , and one which causes the metaphorical elephant to react. Importantly, the overall assessment of the action in decision-making is supplied by the amygdala (Shenhav and Greene 2014). It seems likely, therefore, that discussion about the use of skins of endangered mammals will have different neurological characteristics depending on whether the use is for fashion or religion. Consequently, disagreements over skins in religious ceremonies, but not those in fashion, may trigger conflict or violence (Berns et al. 2012) . Dickman et al. (2015) took the position that "conservation biologists have a duty to promote science, even if that requires implicitly or explicitly criticising a cultural practice". They were surely mindful that exercising that duty would require far greater circumspection if the practice in question was closer to the sacred than the secular, and this obvious distinction is now confirmed neurologically. Insofar as the future of conservation is a quest for alignment of human and conservation imperatives (Macdonald et al. 2007 ), neuroscience may soon offer evidence for a taxonomy of reactions that would assist that quest.
Conclusion
Like economic, foreign and military policies (Berns et al. 2012) , conservation polices typically involve utilitarian considerations but typically also involve judgments that reflect values. Neuroscience provides hard evidence that the human species makes choices through two conflicting processes (rights and wrongs versus cost and benefits) each doubtless with its selective advantages (Eagleman 2016; Greene 2015) . As in any other sector, when sacred values are at stake, conservation policies based solely on utilitarian considerations are likely to fail as the neurological process of rights and wrongs grates against the process of cost and benefits. How these processes are reconciled 'under the bonnet' of the human mind has not yet been discovered by neuroscience-but when it is, conservation could be an important beneficiary.
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